
RACIAL DIVERSITY

Our campus and community brings together

people from all cultures and backgrounds. With

the diversity among our peers, we are bound to

interact with people of different race or ethnicity.

Race and ethnicity are typically misunderstood as

being the same thing. Race is typically biological;

defining people by skin color, hair texture, or

facial features. Ethnicity is a cultural expression

that can include religion, food, language, dress,

and ancestral origin. 

You may be familiar with the expression, "I don't

see color. I just see people." While the expression

is intended to end discrimination based on skin

color, it can actually dismiss experiences of

racism and instead perpetuate racism. The

approach is known as colorblindness ideology

and can make people of color feel invisible and

the topic of racism as taboo. If we refuse to

acknowledge racial differences it can perpetuate

unconscious biases or teach people of color to

internalize the idea that racism is deserved. We

can empower others to work toward racial

equality by acknowledging racial differences

exist, celebrating cultures and their right to self-

advocate, and stand up against injustices. 
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¡Feliz Mes de la Herencia Hispana!

Happy Hispanic Heritage Month!

Hispanic Heritage Month is celebrated

from September 15 - October 15 each

year to appreciate the contributions

and influence to the American culture

of citizens whose ancestors came from

Spain, Mexico, the Caribbean, and

Central and South America. 

Part of appreciating Hispanic Heritage

Month is recognizing that not all

Hispanic or Latino people are the

same. Latino and Hispanic heritage

refers to ethnic groups and not racial

groups. Latino heritage refers to a

group whose ancestors originated in

Latin America, including people from

Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil: People

from Spain are Hispanic but not Latino.

HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH

Support local Hispanic owned

businesses

Make a playlist of Hispanic artists

Visit a museum highlighting

Hispanic culture

Learn about Hispanic culture and

cultural appropriation

Hispanic heritage refers to a group of

people whose ancestors spoke

Spanish: People from Brazil are Latino,

but not Hispanic. 

How can you pay respect and

appreciate our Hispanic neighbors

that contribute to the culture in our

communities?

"Preservation of one's own
culture does not require
contempt or disrespect for other
cultures."

- Cesar Chavez, civil rights activist

CONSTITUTION DAY
Student Services will host a student

bar-b-que outdoors between

buildings B and C for all on-campus

students in honor of Constitution

Day. Stop by for food and fun

activities as well as a tasty drink

from the Diversity and Inclusion

committee. 

What: BBQ and fun

When: Friday, September 16 

           10:30 AM to 12:30 PM

Where: Between buildings' B & C   


